
 

58: Mental Health: A conversation with Gen Z -Part 2  


Episode Notes


Thank you for joining Take Your Lead Podcast! 

Welcome! To a community of Leaders who are inten7onal and purposeful about their 
personal growth. We seek to empower you in taking charge of your personal growth, 
development and wellbeing. You are at the right place at the right 7me.  

In conversa7on with Mzwandile Magagula & GenZ (Ama2000) 

As we con7nue part 2 in the conversa7on of Mental Health with the incredible guests. As 
society these conversa7ons help us to understand them beLer and connect with them. 

We will be looking at mental health and why it maLer so much.  

When we talk about the overview of mental health we talk about depression, anger, anxiety, 
self harm and suicide. Genera7on Z is up holding a huge burden in emo7onal and social well 
being and we seek best to help them and be there for them.  

Having a healthy mental wellbeing tells us that an individual being able to cope with stresses 
of life and how to overcome them is the key to a beLer life managed into becoming your 
beLer self.  

“Mental pain is less dramatic than physical pain but it is more common and hard to ignore” 
         -CS Lewis 
This is true because you can get medical drugs to ease physical pain, but what medica7on do 
you take to ease mental pain such as anxiety, stress, low self esteem and other? 

People with mental health are more oPen violent and not all of them act it out and burst it 
out but keep it within themselves. There is no pill you take to heal from mental health.  
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“You are not responsible for the person you are because of the family you are born into, but you are 
responsible for who you become”. 
         -Mzwandile Magagula 
  

Contributors of Mental Health 

1)  Depression- is a low mood that lasts for a long 7me and affects your everyday life. 
This makes your life difficult which some7mes results in self harm.  

You need to find what causes your depression.  

2) Anger- the feeling of being angry, this gets dangerous when it is out of control 
through destruc7ve behaviour.  

3) Self harm- This tends from anxiety par7cularly about things about to happen in the 
future.  

When your feelings of anxiety are strong and last for a longer period this becomes a 
problem.  

What causes Mental illness and how does Gen Z deal with the Mental 
Health? 

“Mental Health recovery is possible” 

School also contributes to mental illness.   
The changes are due to how things are done in terms studying causes a lot anxiety and this 
makes one always worried about passing and how best they are going to make it through.  
 
The thing that makes it worse is learning how to adapt and accept the change and makes 
ways how geYng beLer results within the situa7on. Refusal and seYng to cast blame to the 
pandemic does not solve the problem, instead more stress and bipolar.  
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The issue of mental illness in South Africa is common. 
The society has turned a blind eye towards the issue in a way that we see scars and signs of 
self harm normal in our genera7on. We do not ask nor ques7on this anymore. Our friends 
struggle with mental health to a point where we have to visit them in hospitals due to unfit 
anxiety.  

Molest and rape also contributes to Mental illness.   
This is a factor that haunts every vic7m into their adulthood and devastates their teenage 
years because some families are in a state of neglec7ng the trauma their child experienced 
and just burry it and carrying on with life as if nothing happened.  

The society is expec7ng people with such trauma7c experiences to be strong and go on with 
life. We ought to do beLer and start talking about this issue and not turn a blind eye.  

South African tradition also contributes to mental illness.  
In our tradi7ons there are certain beliefs and s7gmas that anything related with mental 
wellness is against ancestors or something is wrong with you. Our South African tribes 
especially older people need to be educated about mental health. 

  

Gender-based stereotyping also contributes to mental illness.  
Our society carries a huge s7gma based on several ideas and belief which a gender-based, 
like a great burden that as a man or woman their certain characteris7c you need have if not, 
you are not accepted into society. The expecta7on on men kind of sets them back and 
depressed.  

Excessive sleep also contributes to mental illness.  
Normally as young people when we are stressed we turn to sleep and only to find out that 
waking up the level of stress has increased. We ought to face and deal with our fears and 
problem, sleep is for res7ng and not a hiding place.  

Self Awareness also contributes to mental illness.  
Not knowing and understanding yourself causes a great impact on how you live with others. 
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We all need to be aware of our emo7onal intelligence. When you are sad or angry, accept 
your emo7ons at that point and deal with it confidently. Self and posi7ve talks are the best 
key to accomplish a healthy mental illness.  

Our Conversations with others contributes to mental illness.  
How we talk to others maLers. We will never know what is happening in other peoples lives 
so how we talk to them counts towards their feelings. Never say the wrong thing at the 
wrong 7me. Avoid cas7ng out nega7ve talks and give someone else hope.  

Anxiety also contributes to mental illness. 
Some7mes being too anxious and not aware of it, causes mental health. You need to have 
sessions with yourself where you get to ask yourself how you are doing emo7onally. If you 
are in faith, understand that there is a God above everything else. He has all you good plans 
for you. Trust and obey!     

  

 Being outspoken also contributes to mental illness.  
The best way to a good and health mental health is always try to talk to someone about 
whatever is going on in your life. Taking up everything and soaking it up leaves you 
depressed and unhealthy.  

“Prevention is better than cure, You don’t need to be ill first before you become healed. Avoid mental 
illness” 

Practical Application

How to develop a healthy emo9onal wellbeing?  

1. Talk to someone about your problems and what you going through.  

2. Always confront your emo7ons and understand your emo7onal state.  
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3. Naming your emo7on and the reason behind it.  

4.    Ask for assistance in school on how to do certain things.  

5. Accept change of environment and find the best way to cope with change.  

6. Don’t turn a blind eye to someone with suicidal scars.  

7. Understand that rape vic7ms are more vulnerable and needs aLen7ons the most.  

8. Try to avoid the stereotypical ideas about gender-based in society.  

9. Do not use sleep to escape reality, face your fears and deal with them.  

10. Always be careful how you talk to other.  

11. Self talk is important, always talk good words to yourself.  

CONNECT WITH MZWANDILE


LEAVE A REVIEW  
More from Mzwandile: www.mzwandilemagagula.com  
Download Leader Guides: www.takeyourleadpodcast 


Ask questions: www.hello@mzwandilemagagula.com/ 


Facebook: www.facebook.com/mzwandilemagagula 


Twitter: @mzwandilemagagula 


Instagram: @mzwandilemagagula


Click here to listen.
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